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Now in its fifth year, the Merkle Digital Bowl judges and reports on Super Bowl advertisers’ marketing 
efforts across four of the most important digital channels.

Our team of experts judges each brand based on its ability to meet specific and objective visibility 
standards in the areas of social media, organic search, paid search, and digital media marketing across 
the web. While the effectiveness of television creative is no doubt tied to success in digital, the Merkle 
Digital Bowl focuses on how well advertisers maximized its significant Super Bowl ad investment by 
laying the groundwork to take advantage of digital interest.

The Super Bowl LII Merkle Digital Bowl Report winner for excellence in digital marketing is…

SUPER BOWL LII
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2018 Digital Bowl Winner: Avocados From Mexico

After back-to-back second place finishes, Avocados From Mexico rose to take the 2018 Digital Bowl 
crown, notching the top score across paid search, organic search, and social media.

In social media, Avocados had a strong Twitter presence, using pre-made content related to other ads 
and amplifying reach with key partnerships. On Facebook, it went live with a chef making guacamole and 
posted an extended version of its television ad to the platform.

It also set itself up for success in organic search, creating a Super Bowl-focused landing page that was 
searchable, secure, and mobile friendly.

In paid search, Avocados had a strong non-brand presence and tied copy, landing pages, and ad extensions 
directly to its Super Bowl ad.

While it didn’t receive the top score in digital media, it still placed in the top ten with proper site tagging 
and strong paid social creative.

2018 Digital Bowl Notable Contender: Groupon

Placing second overall was Groupon, which finished among the top five performers in organic search, 
social, and paid search.

Capitalizing on a social trend, Groupon extended its reach through influencers sharing their content. 
Spokesperson Tiffany Haddish supported her commercial by posting on Instagram live from inside the 
stadium during the game, supporting the brand with content in real time. A campaign-specific landing 
page captured relevant brand and campaign queries through the organic channel, while paid ads were 
featured on the first page of search results across device types. Comparatively, the brand was less of a 
standout performer in digital media, where it missed out on opportunities to extend its ads to premium 
properties. 

With high scores in three of the four focus areas and a respectable digital media showing, Groupon 
should feel a little better about their second-place finish than the Patriots.



Criteria
Real-time audience engagement with calls to action and personal, authentic responses
Super Bowl-specific hashtag employed and used in commercial spots and in real-time engagement
Content designed around the TV ad/game that supported the brand in real time

1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Avocados From Mexico Brings Fresh 
Voice to the Social Conversation

A Big Game veteran, Avocados From Mexico, came to win 
with a plan to engage the second screen audience across 
multiple channels, including Twitter and Facebook Live. 
Its partnership with Funny or Die also allowed the brand 
to reach other audiences with a fresh, if “unofficial” voice. 
With consistent and clever hashtag use, AFM kept up 
with multiple conversations throughout the night. But it 
wasn’t just a content blitz. Avocados From Mexico was 
the liveliest member of the party, responding to users 
with authentic, real-time replies.

Quicken Loans Fully Understands the 
Power of Social

CPG and automakers, stand aside. Quicken Loans was 
the dark horse runner-up. Custom videos explaining 
technical football terms, while not groundbreaking, were 
a clever thematic extension of its TV buy. Meanwhile, 
Detroit-born influencers extended the ad’s reach to new 
audiences. Consistent and custom hashtag use ensured 
that the brand’s message of #UnderstandFully made it 
through, helped in no small part by the brand’s friendly 
and approachable engagement.

Doritos vs. Mountain Dew: 
A Win-Win for Friendly Foes

Before the joint ad even aired, Doritos 
and Mountain Dew started attracting 
eyeballs by smack-talking on Twitter with 
the opposing hashtags #SPITFIRE and 
#ICECOLD, asking fans to pick a team. On 
Snapchat, users could add a selfie filter for 
their chosen side before watching Peter 
Dinklage and Morgan Freeman battle it 
out in the commercial spot. Influencers like 
Sir Mix-A-Lot and Missy Elliot helped keep 
the showdown on Twitter going, making it 
almost as exciting as the Big Game itself.
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Criteria
Display and social network retargeting pixels placed on homepage and relevant landing pages
Display banners featured on premium sports websites
Creative includes Super Bowl-relevant content and eye-catching formats with specialized landing pages
TV commercial teased on YouTube ahead of the Big Game
Discovery ads deployed and in-stream video ads featured on YouTube or other video inventory
Ads featured on Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook

1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACEDIGITAL MEDIA

Pepsi Rides the Video Wave to a Big Win
Pepsi scored a victory by excelling in the fields of video and social. It took advantage of its position 
as sponsor of the halftime show by owning NFL-related featured stories on Snapchat with a behind-
the-scenes look at Justin Timberlake’s performance. After the break, it switched gears by releasing an 
extended version of its commercial—which led into the halftime show—to keep users coming back to its 
content throughout the evening. Pepsi was the only brand we saw score a takeover ad on the homepage 
of YouTube, occupying prime real estate on one of the most popular sites on the Internet. Combine that 
with robust site tagging to power retargeting efforts, and Pepsi was the night’s winner.

For Bud Light, Game Time = 
Game Time

Users who swiped up on Bud Light’s “Battle 
of Beer Run” Snapchat ad were treated to a 
pleasant surprise: an interactive game that 
involved tilting your phone to dodge the 
enemies and grab cases of Bud Light. A poor 
video showing kept Bud Light from taking home 
one of our top spots, but gamifying an ad was a 
fun and unique strategy that future advertisers 
might look to copy.

Sprint’s All-Around Plan Produces Strong Results
Sprint used a balanced approach to take the silver medal in this year’s rankings. It went old-school with a display 
ad buy on the NBC Sports and NFL websites—complete with creative and a landing page that coordinated 
with its robot-themed Super Bowl commercial—and kept things fresh with great social coverage, putting paid 
posts on Facebook, Twitter, and Snapchat. Sprint’s commercial was released on YouTube a few days before 
the game, and its website was stocked with display and social pixels to facilitate targeting for future campaigns.
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Criteria
Landing page focused on Super Bowl that can be crawled and indexed by search engines
Landing page discoverable on mobile for “brand + super bowl commercial,” “brand + commercial,” or 
campaign queries

Title tags, h1, descriptions, content, and internal linking optimized and dedicated to the Super Bowl 
featured on landing page

Landing page deemed mobile friendly according to Google’s testing tool, loads quickly, and is served 
using HTTPS protocol 
URL or hashtag included in TV ad to drive visits to the respective page

1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACESEO

Expansive GuacWorld Serves Up 1st Place for Avocados From Mexico
Avocados From Mexico made a big play with a multi-page experience encouraging users to explore 
GuacWorld at https://avocadosfrommexico.com/big-game/. To ensure all GuacWorld pages were 
discoverable by search engines, the brand created an XML Sitemap and included internal links to 
several GuacWorld URLs from its homepage. Once again, Avocados From Mexico developed a mobile-
friendly landing page that targeted “Big Game” keywords in the URL, on-page elements, and content. 
Despite temporary site latency issues after the ad aired, Avocados From Mexico finished with a strong 
organic performance and secured the win.

TurboTax Drills the Fundamentals for a 2nd Place Finish
Following the organic search playbook, TurboTax reused the same Big Game landing page for the past 
several years. This winning strategy allowed for the https://turbotax.intuit.com/commercials/super-bowl page 
to become relevant and rank for “Super Bowl commercial” branded queries. While TurboTax only includes 
the commercial on the landing page and misses out on additional campaign content, its optimized on-page 
elements, secure site, structured data, and quick mobile load time helped it snag second place in SEO.

Incomplete: Verizon Misses on the Connection
Searchers who went to Verizon’s http://allourthanks.com landing page 
after the ad aired were met with a login screen instead of the campaign 
content. Without the login information, the page rendered a 401 
unauthorized error which effectively blocked all users from accessing 
the page. The play was there to be made, but ultimately it went down as 
a missed opportunity for the typically reliable carrier.
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PAID SEARCH 1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE

Criteria
Paid ads featured on first page of search results for relevant queries across all device types
Paid search ad copy related to the Super Bowl, including extensions
Landing page content which reinforces the Super Bowl and directs user with clear call to action

Avocados From Mexico Delivers in Paid Search
In its fourth consecutive Super Bowl appearance, Avocados From Mexico achieved a perfect score in 
paid search. Avocados excelled in keyword coverage, messaging, and landing page relevance. In both 
the brand and non-brand space, Avocados had consistent keyword coverage, capturing users’ relevant 
game day recipe and guacamole searches, as well as Super Bowl-specific queries. In messaging, 
Avocados tailored its copy and extensions by user search while maintaining a consistent theme around 
“#GuacWorld” and “Big Game Recipes.” The consistent theme in messaging carried through to landing 
pages. During the Super Bowl, searchers were taken to an interactive iteration of “GuacWorld,” referenced 
in the TV spot, with clear calls to action to download the Avocados app and tweet to win prizes. Overall, 
Avocados From Mexico delivered on all the ingredients needed for paid search success.

Stella Artois Returns with a Bang
In its first appearance since 2011, Anheuser-Busch’s Stella Artois made an impactful, philanthropically 
oriented return to the paid search space. Stella dedicated its TV ad spot and search efforts to help 
water.org bring 3.5 million people access to clean water by 2020, and its paid search campaign guided 
users to purchase limited edition Stella Artois chalices in support of the initiative. In execution, this 
consisted of exceptional keyword coverage around beer and clean water-related searches, messaging 
with clear calls to action, and ad direction to a water.org landing page. This exceptional coverage and 
messaging extended to all devices, and Stella’s overall paid search performance was notably well 
executed and oriented towards its water.org goal.

Mobile, The Real MVP
With mobile devices having surpassed 50% share of all search ad clicks for the first time in Q4 2017 
(as outlined in Merkle’s Q4 2017 DMR), advertisers were pushing hard on mobile devices even before 
kickoff. This year, top advertisers showed a consistent, seamless mobile presence that incorporated 
Super Bowl-specific messaging and tag lines in ad copy, as well as mobile friendly landing pages with 
fast load times. Top advertisers also included email captures and clear calls to action above the fold 
to gather personally identifiable information before searchers left the page. In sum, with greater than 
half of all clicks going to mobile, it is clearer than ever that any strong paid search program includes 
device-specific execution. 

https://www.merkleinc.com/thought-leadership/digital-marketing-report
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TOP PERFORMANCES BY CATEGORY

1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE

SEO RANK
1ST

2ND

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

Avocados From Mexico

Quicken Loans

Groupon

Australia Tourism

Doritos

Mountain Dew

Amazon

Budweiser

Tide

Bud Light

Febreze

1ST

2ND

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

T-8TH

Pepsi

Sprint

Stella Artois

Budweiser

Squarespace

Hyundai

TurboTax

Avocados From Mexico

Hulu

Bud Light

Universal Pictures

Mountain Dew

Doritos

Amazon

Verizon

T-Mobile

SOCIAL MEDIA RANK

DIGITAL MEDIA RANK

Avocados From Mexico

TurboTax

Stella Artois

Groupon

Squarespace

Amazon Prime

Kia

Australia Tourism

Doritos

Fiat Chrysler

Avocados From Mexico

Stella Artois

Michelob

Groupon

Kraft

Lexus

Budweiser

Australia Tourism

Tide

Squarespace

Kia

Hulu

Sprint

Fiat Chrysler

Intuit

Coca-Cola

PAID SEARCH RANK

1ST

2ND

T-3RD

T-3RD

T-5TH

T-5TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-9TH

T-9TH

T-1ST

T-1ST

T-1ST

T-4TH

T-4TH

T-4TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH

T-7TH



Head Coaches
Dalton Dorné
Andy Taylor

Bean Counters
Jamie Schleicher
Andy Taylor

Social Media
George Kamide | Team Captain
Porter Chamblee
Megan Haney-Claus
Gena Mangano
Jenny Mooney

Digital Media
Sean McGoey | Team Captain
Katie Cottam
Joey Scully
CJ Tragakis

SEO
Dave Thomas | Team Captain
Jake Haskins
Luke Herrmann
Jamie Schleicher
Anna Swope

Paid Search
Nada Tramonte | Team Captain
Nicholas Dima
Emily Hayes
Adam LaCaria
Rachel Venner

Marketing
Mallory McClenathen | Team Captain
Sherri Aycoth
Sarah Bourdeau
Chantay Carter
Andrew Johnson
Gena Mangano
Adam McGillen
Katie Sorota

ABOUT MERKLE
Merkle is a leading data-driven, technology-enabled, global performance marketing agency that 
specializes in the delivery of unique, personalized customer experiences across platforms and 
devices. For more than 30 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have 
partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. The agency’s heritage in data, 
technology, and analytics forms the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding consumer 
insights that drive people-based marketing strategies. Its combined strengths in performance 
media, customer experience, customer relationship management, loyalty, and enterprise marketing 
technology drive improved marketing results and competitive advantage. With 5,200 employees, 
Merkle is headquartered in Columbia, Maryland, with 24 additional offices in the US and 21 offices in 
Europe and APAC. In 2016, the agency joined the Dentsu Aegis Network. For more information, contact 
Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle or visit www.merkleinc.com.

DIGITAL BOWL TEAM
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